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Holy Land Trust describes Israel as “a killer virus”

“...there is another virus that has existed in this world 
and has been slowly incubating and spreading 
itself in the hearts and minds of many. The virus that is 
at the core of all our epidemics and illnesses, 
…….
….It is the virus that might not kill us directly, but 
takes over our minds and makes us kill each 
other.

It makes me see my religion and my God as better 
than yours, my race as purer than yours, my 
gender as superior to yours, and therefore 
justifies my violence towards you.



PFLP Activist: Israel spreading Coronavirus

Cartoon in PA daily: The coronavirus in the form of an Israeli tank pursuing 

a Palestinian carrying an infant (Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, March 16, 
2020)

Rasem 'Abidat, an PFLP activist and 
Palestinian daily Al-Quds columnist: 

"This begs the question: Did the U.S. 
and Israel choose the option of 
[waging] biological warfare by 
spreading the coronavirus, 
which can deliver a decisive blow to 
China and Iran, on the assumption 
that this would lead to China's 
economic retreat and collapse 
and also undermine Iran while 
destabilizing its domestic economy 
and security, enabling to defeat it 
from within?..."



Demonizing Israel for 
deliberately exposing 
Palestinians to the 
virus
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Israeli Radio Galatz tweeted:

PA president Abbas blamed the 
Israeli soldier with 

spreading the virus in the 
PA by “spitting on 
vehicles”.

MK Ahmad Tibi: “It’s the same 
IDF that is helping the PA right 
now. ...I will never say a 
good word about 
occupation soldiers “

PA and Israeli MK blames IDF for spreading the virus 



Zochrot published an article on COVID-
19 in times of settler colonialism 

“Israel [is] a settler colonial society.” 

Zochrot: “historical medical colonial measures”

Compares Israel to various historical colonialist enterprises, 

to “Europe unwittingly exported smallpox and measles to the ‘New World’ 
and Africa via the slave trade, later adding malaria and yellow fever…”

… It is telling that the blockade and closing of checkpoints in Bethlehem was not 
followed by similar measures in Tel Aviv or other Israeli cities after similar 
numbers of patients were diagnosed.”



“Occupation” exploits Corona against prisoners

"occupation exploits the 
coronavirus …..

in order to implement its criminal 
plans against the Palestinians, 
especially the prisoners who are 
now in great danger.

And unleashing the settlers to 
attack the Palestinians ………..is 

evidence of this fascist racist 
mentality that will not hesitate to 
commit any crime against the 
Palestinians."
Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, March 17, 2020]

“Meetings are also how lawyers can 
learn about the conditions inside the 
prisons. “We have no idea what’s 
going on in the prisons. The situation 
is very worrying,” said Sahar Francis, 
the director of Addameer,

“Now, we can’t hear their 
complaints about the state of 
health, mistreatment, or 
torture.”

https://www.972mag.com/addameer-palestinian-prisoners-sahar-francis/


Antisemitic and 
anti Israel 
conspiracy 
theories
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Blaming Israel 
and the US
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“After the death of Qassem Soleimani the world 
was expecting a nuclear war… but Corona 
was stronger than a nuclear war, ending 
the lives of thousands of Iranians, Chinese and 
Italians. This is an American-Zionist war 
against religions and the economy. 
#corona_is_an_American_zionistic_creation”

The attached video shows a British talk show in 
which the speaker implies the strain of 
corona found in Iran is different from the 
one found in China – all the while Iran was 
being targeted by Israel and the US]
(Sabah Yahya, Yemen, 2K followers, March 
24)

Iranian virus strain different and targets Iranians



A viral video circulating on Twitter since March 
24, shows an old Palestinian refusing to listen 
to instructions regarding Coronavirus, 
addressing it as

“an imperialist Zionist American 
Saudi conspiracy” directed “against the 
Palestinian people” and “Al-Aqsa” so that 
“we won’t be able to pray at Al-
Aqsa”

Iranian virus strain different and targets Iranians



Soros and 
Rothschild as 
symbol of global 
Jewish dominance
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From Twitter



Telegram meme 



Jews as cause of 
the virus
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“Search for “world Jews” “

“Who is behind spread of the Coronavirus and who benefits from it.

The “White House idiot” is nothing but a puppet of the hidden global 
government. To secure hegemony, break the Silk Road and countries like 
China, Russia and Iran, put an end to the oil states with bankruptcy, and end 
the sick European Union

After gaining control of the virus, the one who benefits from it will appear.

Search for “world Jews”.”

(Shaalan Tfaily, Lebanon, 5.3K followers. March 23, 2020.)

https://twitter.com/shaalantfaily/status/1242144311594098688


A member of the far right party 
(Rassemblement National) who 
was also a candidate in the 
municipality election was 
reported to have shared an 
antisemitic video called 
"Corona virus for Goy,"
which "defends the antisemitic 
conspiratorial theory that the 
Coronavirus was 
'developed by the Jews' 
with the aim of 
'establishing their 
supremacy.'"

French municipal candidate “Corona virus for Goy”
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